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ABSTRACT

Despite being very influential on both foundations and applications of quantum mechanics, weak values are
still somewhat controversial. Although there are some indications that weak values are physical properties of
a single quantum system, the common way weak values are presented is statistical: it is commonly believed
that for measuring weak values one has to perform many weak measurements over a large ensemble of pre- and
postselected particles. Other debates surround the anomalous nature of weak value and even their quantumness.
To address these issues, we present some preliminary data showing that anomalous weak values can be measured
using just a single detection, i.e. with no statistics. In our experiment, a single click of a detector indicates
the weak value as a single photon property, which moreover lies well beyond the range of eigenvelues of the
measured operator. Importantly, the uncertainty with which the weak values is measured is smaller than the
difference between the weak value and the closet eigenvalue. This is the first experimental realization of robust
weak measurements.

Keywords: weak value, weak measurement, protective measurement, quantum metrology

1. INTRODUCTION

A milestone in the development and understanding of the implications of weak measurement was the paper by
Aharonov, Albert, and Vaidman1 which identified the results of weak measurement of physical variables in terms
of their weak values. Weak measurements have opened up a new avenue of research of quantum phenomena.2–5

With time it has become evident that one can take advantage of weak measurements to create a variety of novel
quantum applications, such as wave function measurements,3 weak-value amplification,6–8 exquisitely sensitive
sensors,9–12 quantum random walks,13 and superoscillations.14 The latter are especially interesting in the context
of metrology and imaging as they allow for super-resolution.15–18 Applications to light-matter interactions19 and
many-body systems20 have been recently discussed as well. In recent years there is also a growing number of
works utilizing sequential weak values21,22 for both practical23 and foundational?, 24 purposes.

A key feature of weak values underlying most of the aforementioned works is their anomalous nature, i.e.
their ability to reside outside the spectrum of the measured operator. Weak values can in fact be much larger
than the largest eigenvalue of the corresponding observable (as we shall demonstrate below), and can also be
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complex (even when the measured operator is Hermitian). This anomalous nature has been shown to be related
to violations of the Leggett-Garg inequality25 and to quantum contextuality.26,27

Significant experimental and conceptual achievements employing weak measurements continue to appear, yet
several questions remain. There has been, for instance, a debate regarding the utility of post-selection and weak
measurements for detection and estimation tasks,28,29 which seems to be significantly clarified by some recent
papers such as.8,30 In addition, it was recently shown how to infer weak values without weak measurements,31

thereby disconnecting the two concepts, and how to obtain anomalous weak values without post-selection.32,33

And indeed, the meaning of weak values is still a controversial issue.26,31,34–48 Loosening the coupling in the
weak measurement procedure made the uncertainty of a single measurement outcome much larger than the
outcome itself. Thus, anomalous weak values were found in the past only after averaging over a large number
of readings of the measurement pointer. Although averaging is a common practice in various measurement
protocols, postselection is not regarded as such, and therefore the soundness of the statistical analysis was
debated.46,49–55

Here we will report preliminary data of the first experimental realization of robust weak measurement, i.e.
a measurement scheme in which a single detector click yields the weak value of a single photon, without the
need of using statistics. Moreover, the weak value turns out to be anomalous, i.e. residing outside the range of
eigenvalues of the measured observable.

Our measured observable had eigenvalues between -7 and 7. The predicted weak value of this operator in
a certain pre- and postselected system was 18.7, and our single click measurement gave rise to 21.4 ± 4.5, see
Fig.1. We find this outcome surprising, because for a preselected-only system, the expectation value of the
corresponding variable was only 2.2.

Since our current measurement procedure relies, to some extent, on our previous demonstration of protective
measurement,56 it would be instructive to present it as well.

2. PROTECTIVE MEASUREMENT

Protective measurement57,58 is an outgrowth of the study of weak measurements. The technique allows one
to infer expectation values and eventually the wavefunction itself using only a single particle, rather than a
large ensemble. Unlike strong (projective) measurements, this kind of measurement negligibly changes the
wavefunction during the process thanks to a protection mechanism. Protection of the state in the case of
discrete non-degenerate spectrum of energy eigenstates was shown to be a consequence of energy conservation
when the measurement is sufficiently slow and weak,58 i.e. in the adiabatic limit. Alternatively, protection of
the wavefunction can be achieved by performing a dense set of projective measurements, which is indeed the
technique we used in56 for measuring the operator P = |H〉〈H| − |V 〉〈V | of a (heralded) single photon. We used
a sequence of 7 weak couplings between P and a measuring pointer (the transverse momentum of the photon)
interleaved with 7 protection stages where we projected on the initial polarization. Eventually, if the photon
survived all projection stages, we could ensure upon its detection with a SPAD array that: (1) its polarization
state has not changed, and (2) the spatial shift of the measuring pointer (which was reflected by the hitting
point on the SPAD array) corresponds, within reasonable error bars, to the expectation value of σz, see Fig.2.
This result defies the standard view of the expectation value as a statistical property of large ensembles. But
protective measurement provides not only a conceptual conundrum – it may also have practical merits. In56

we examined protective measurement as a supporting tool for quantum metrology. Our numerical simulation
showed that the insertion of M protection stages leads to an increase proportional to

√
M in the precision of the

measurement, compared to a standard projective measurement.

3. ROBUST WEAK MEASUREMENT

By modifying the experimental setup, Fig.3, in,56 we next realized robust weak measurements. Robust weak
values were traditionally obtained as rare cases of post-selection for a large system of similarly prepared par-
ticles.59 In accordance with the definition of weak values, and due to the rare post-selection, the robust weak
value lies well outside the range of eigenvalues of the measured operator and therefore leads to amplification. We
wished to obtain the robust weak values of a single particle in a not-so-weak coupling regime,47,60 and with a
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not-so-rare post-selection. The latter choices were made in order to increase the efficiency of the protocol while
still observing an anomalous value.

To achieve these goals, we created again, in the same repetitive way, a weak coupling between the polarization
of the photon and its transverse momentum. The difference from the above scheme for realizing protective
measurements was given by the repeated pre- and post-selection of the photon’s polarization state. Eventually
the position of the photon within the spatially resolving detector (an electro-multiplied CCD camera operating
in the photon counting mode) determined the weak value of the sum of polarization variables of the same photon
at 7 different times (provided that all pre- and post-selected stages succeeded).

The experimental results are presented in Fig.3. A single photon click indicates the anomalous weak value
21.4 which fits the theoretical value of 18.7 and lies far outside the range of eigenvalues of the measured operator.

4. CONCLUSION

We presented two experiments: The first realization of protective measurements and preliminary data of the
first realization of robust weak measurements. Both of these demonstrations broaden the standard meaning of
measurements in quantum mechanics and moreover challenge the statistical foundations underlying the quantum
formalism. We have shown that the expectation value and the (anomalous) weak value can be determined based
on a single click of the detector. This implies that the weak value should be understood as a single-particle, non-
statistical property. Furthermore, our outcomes were achieved with reduced amount of uncertainty compared to
other measurement techniques, suggesting novel practical implications for quantum metrology.
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21.4 ± 4.5

Figure 1. Robust weak measurement: single photon experiment. The yellow solid lines indicate the measured observable
eigenspectrum bounds [−7, 7], while the expected anomalous weak value (18.7) is highlighted by the green dashed line on
the right. The firing pixel, in white, allows estimating a weak value of 21.4 ± 4.5, with the uncertainty (horizontal red
bars) given by the width of the final spatial distribution of the photon itself.

Figure 2. This picture presents our setup. On the right hand side the laser source. On the left hand side in foreground
the PDC source, in background the detection system.
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Figure 3. Protective measurement: single photon experiment. The yellow dashed line indicates the theoretically-expected
value of the photon polarization expectation value (-0.21), while the white square shows the position of the single photon
click, yielding the experimental value 〈P 〉 = −0.3. The uncertainty on that value, given by the width of the Gaussian
spatial photon distribution, is ±0.3 (indicated by the red bars).
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